Campaign on Iwo Jima

Iwo Jima the Campaign

The Battle of Iwo Jima (February 19–March 26, 1945), or Operation
Detachment, was a battle in which the United States fought for and captured
Iwo Jima (lit. Iwo Island) from Japan. The battle produced some of the fiercest
fighting in the Pacific Campaign of World War II.
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By Ron Howard (50th)

Campaign on Iwo Jima

American forces: Start with three reserve tokens (or two reserve and one air
sortie tokens if playing with air pack). The order of Battle is as follows:

You must be aggressive and take the day! You may place smoke tokens any time
it is your turn during the meat grinder scenario.
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By Ron Howard (50th)

Campaign on Iwo Jima

Special Reinforcement Rolls:
Star + Unit - one upgraded unit as follows:
Infantry - Engineering
Armor - Flame Tanks
Artillery - Mobile Artillery
Grenade - Any of the Above
(at one reserve token cost)
Star + Star
Upgrade one of your units already on the board as above
Flag + Star
Place one sandbag, one wire, or one hedgehog on the board at no reserve token cost.
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By Ron Howard (50th)

Campaign on Iwo Jima

Japanese Forces: Start with one reserve token (or an air sortie token if
playing with Air Pack)

You must attempt to keep the Americans on the beach,or give them more
casualties than they cause you.
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By Ron Howard (50th)

Campaign on Iwo Jima

Special Reinforcement Rolls:
Star + Unit - one upgraded unit as follows:
Infantry - Engineering
Armor - Elite Tanks
Artillery - Big Gun Artillery
Grenade - Any Unit Above
(at one reserve token cost)
Star + Star
Upgrade one of your units already on the board as above
Flag + Star
Place one sandbag, one wire, or one hedgehog on the board at no reserve token cost.
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Campaign on Iwo Jima

The Scenarios:
Iwo Jima "the Real Thing" #3144 by 50th - The landing of the American troops on the island of Iwo
Jima.
Iwo Jima Airfield #3172 by 50th- After the Marines came off the beach and took Mt Suribachi, they
moved North and West and took this, the first of two airfields.
Iwo Jima Airfield Two #4042 by 50th- Continuing West, the Marines came to the second airfield and
the city of Motoyama.
Iwo Jima Counterattack #6297 by 50th- On the night of March 25th, a 300 man Banzai charge came
across the gorge at Motoyama to attack the Marines
Iwo Jima The Meat Grinder #55a by R Borg- the Marines find themselves against formidable natural
defenses on the Western end of the island.
The above campaign uses the campaign rules from Campaign Book Volume One: Rules and Scenarios
Information for the creation of the campaign and scenarios came from Wikipedia: Battle of Iwo Jima,
Flags of Our Fathers, by James Bradly, the films Letters from Iwo Jima, and Iwo Jima- 36 days of
Hell.
Feedback on this campaign would be appreciated.
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Iwo Jima

02/19/45

- Real Thing

Setup order
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Mt. Suribachi

Green 1

Red 1

Historical Background
70,000 U.S. Marines landed on Iwo Jima and fought 22,000 elite Japanese-the rising sun-who understood that they
were to die. Four days later the Marines raised the flag on Mount Suribachi, but it would take another month before Iwo
Jima would be won. By March 3rd, some 16,000 of the Japanese defenders were still alive. The Americans had taken
16,000 casualties with 3,000 dead.

Briefing
The Japanese take 5 Command cards, the Americans take
6 and move first.
The Americans need to take the island, to do this, you
get one medal for every unit you move off board
between the medals at 1 and 2.

have four figures and battle at 3-2-1 and ignore all
terrain modifiers and LOS. They move up to 2 OR battle.
Mt Suribachi acts as a permanent medal hex for the
allies, they must take it to win.

Conditions of Victory
Americans: You have to take Mt Suribachi for one medal
and then you get one medal for every unit you get off
the board between the numbers 1 and 2 (optional). You
need a total of 6 medals.
Japanese: You need to keep the Americans at bay, and
get 7 medals.

Special Rules
All Japanese command rules, and Marine command rules
are in effect.
All of the American units are Marines, just as all the
Japanese units are elite forces, except for the
engineering units marked.
Air Rules can be played with this scenario by placing a
Japanese Zero on the airfield hex, and an American
Corsair on the carrier, and give each player an air sortie
card at the beginning.
The infantry in the bunkers are mortar infantry. They
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Iwo Jima Airfield

Mar 03 1945

- Real Thing 2 Motoyama Airfield 1
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Motoyama Airfield 1

Historical Background
As the battle of Iwo Jima continued, the American 28th Marines had to take the airfields. The battle went on even
though the first Allied aircraft to land on Iwo's airfields did so on March 4th. A crippled B-29 returning from a bombing
run on Japan made an emergency landing on Iwo Jima. As the American aircrew left the plane, the ground was still
shaking from Japanese artillery attacks.
This scenario was designed to be played after Iwo Jima "Real Thing" #3144U as part two of a four part campaign. Part
three is Motoyama airfield #2. Part four is the "meat grinder" scenario #55A from the Pacific Theater book. These four
scenarios take the player from the beach and Mt Suribachi, to the airfields north of the beach, and then to the east to
hill #382.

Briefing
Allied: You have to take and hold the medal hex at the
airfield. After this, you receive one medal for each unit
you get off the board on or between the medals at 1 and
2.
Take 5 command cards and move first.
Axis: You need to hold the airfield at all costs. Also you
need to keep the Marines from advancing past you.
Take 6 command cards.

Conditions of Victory

the ones marked, so you don't really need the rising sun
markers)
All Japanese command rules are in effect.
The sandbags are walled emplacements and remain in
place always. In all other respects, treat them as
sandbags.
The armor in the bunker represents mortar units, and
cannot leave the bunker. Treat flags against this unit as
a kill.
See terrain pack book for rules on Engineers

Allied: 5 medals with two of these from moving units off
the board.
Axis: Hold the airfield for one medal and take 6 more.

Special Rules
All of the Allied infantry are Marines-the 28th Marines
(not just the ones marked, you don't really need the
Marine markers since all infantry units are Marines) All
Marine command rules are in effect.
All of the Japanese infantry are elite-rising sun (not just
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Iwo Jima Airfield Two

March 25 1945

- Motoyama Airfield 2 and Motoyama
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Motoyama Airfield LighthouseRadio
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Hill 382

Historical Background
As the battle of Iwo Jima continued, the American 28th Marines had to take the airfields. With the landing area secure,
more troops and heavy equipment came ashore and the invasion proceeded north to capture the airfields and the
remainder of the island. Most Japanese soldiers fought to the death. On the night of March 25, a 300-man Japanese
force launched a final counterattack in the vicinity of Airfield Number 2.This battle is number 3 of a 4 battle Iwo Jima
campaign. This scenario was designed to be played after Iwo Jima Airfield #3172u, and before #55a.

Briefing
Allied: You need to take and hold the airfield and the
radar station. This is your objective. You need to take the
airfield so that damaged bombers can land and be
repaired at Iwo. The Japanese use the radar station to
alert Japan that B29's are on their way.
Take 6 command cards.
Axis: You must hold the airfield and the radar station.
The airfield is vital to the defense of Tokyo. Aircraft from
these airfields can harass American bombers on their
way to bomb targets on the mainland.
Take 5 command cards and move first.

The artillery unit with the big gun symbol is a big gun,
see Pacific Theater book page 11 for rules.
Night rules are in effect. See PT page 8
For rules on radar station, see TP page 12
For rules on lighthouse, see TP page 11

Conditions of Victory
Allied: You have to take and hold the medal hex at the
airfield, and the medal at the radar station. After this,
take four more medals.
Axis: You must hold the airfield hex and the radar station
and take five more medals.

Special Rules
All allied units are marines, so marine rules are in effect.
All Japanese units are under the Japanese infantry rules
found in the Pacific Theater book.
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Battle of Iwo Jima Counterattack
- Banzai Night Charge

March 25 1945
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Historical Background
Although the island was officially declared secure at 6pm on March 16, 25 days after the landings, the 5th Marine
Division still faced Kuribayashi's stronghold in a gorge 700 yards (640 m) at the north-western end of the island. On
March 21 the Marines destroyed the command post in the gorge with four tons of explosives and on March 24 Marines
sealed the remaining caves at the northern tip of the island. However, on the night of March 25, a 300-man Japanese
force launched a final counterattack in the vicinity of Airfield Number 2. Army pilots, Seabees and Marines of the 5th
Pioneer Battalion and 28th Marines fought the Japanese force until morning but suffered heavy casualties (more than
100 Americans were killed and another 200 were wounded).[citation needed] Two Marines from the 36th Depot
Company, an all-African-American unit, received the Bronze Star. 1st Lieutenant Harry Martin of the 5th Pioneer
Battalion was the last Marine to be awarded the Medal of Honor during the battle.
Although still a matter of speculation because of conflicting accounts from surviving Japanese veterans, it has been
said that Kuribayashi led this final assault, which unlike the loud banzai charge of previous battles, was characterized
as a silent attack. If ever proven true, Kuribayashi would have been the highest ranking Japanese officer to have
personally led an attack during World War II. Additionally, this would also be Kuribayashi's final act of departure from
the normal practice of the commanding Japanese officers committing seppuku behind the lines while the rest perished
in the banzai charge, as happened during the battles of Saipan and Okinawa.

Briefing
Axis: You need to take and hold the airfield and the radio
station.
Take 6 command cards and go first.
Allies: You must hold the airfield and the radar station.
The airfield is vital to the attack of Tokyo. B-29 bombers
can take off from this field and bomb targets on
mainland Japan.
Take five command cards.

station and take three more medals.

Special Rules
All allied units are marines, so marine rules are in effect.
All Japanese units are under the Japanese infantry rules
found in the Pacific Theater book.
Night rules are in effect. See PT page 8
For rules on radar station, see TP page 12
For rules on lighthouse, see TP page 11

Conditions of Victory
Axis: You have to take and hold the medal hex at the
airfield, and the medal at the radar station. And, take
four more medals.
Allies: You must hold the airfield hex and the radar
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The Meat Grinder

February 26-March 6 1945

55 - Iwo Jima

Setup order
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Historical Background
On February 26, 1945 the Marines of the 4th Division found themselves facing a formidable complex of defensive positions on Iwo Jima.
Hill 382, The Amphitheater, Turkey Knob and the village of Minami, were to become collectively known as the 'Meat Grinder'. A
well-planned defense layout, the remarkable combination of weapons, minefields, caves and bunkers devised by Japanese General
Kuribayashi held out against repeated attacks.
Several times, the Marines' advance looked promising, only to bog down and then be driven back to retreat under heavy fire. The
Japanese forces also used infiltration tactics and a counter-attack with a limited number of tanks to further slow the Marines down.
Units from the 3rd Division were also thrown against the position as the massive casualty figures truly earned the 'Meat Grinder' its
name in a short week's worth of fighting.
The stage is set, the battle lines are drawn, and you are in command. The rest is history.

Briefing
Axis Player: Take 5 Command cards.
US Marine Player: Take 5 Command cards.
You move first.

Conditions of Victory
7 Medals

Special Rules
Imperial Japanese Army Command rules are in effect (see p.
7).
US Marine Corps Command rules are in effect (see p. 7).
The Marine Special Forces Infantry units are Engineer units.
Place an Engineer badge in the same hex with these units to
distinguish them from the other units. Engineers are explained
p. 10.
The Marine Special Forces Tank units are Flame Thrower Tanks.
Place an Flame Thower badge in the same hex with these units
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to distinguish it from the other units. Flame Thrower Tanks are
explained p. 11.
Caves are explained on p. 4.
The Japanese player is in control of the Bunkers and may claim
them as a defensive position.
Jungles are explained on p. 5.
Minefields are explained on p. 8.
The Japanese player will lay the Minefields out.

